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With another successful MIADA Convention & Trade
Expo and our first board meeting behind us, we have
many things we would like to accomplish this year. One
of those items is where and when to hold our next convention. We will be looking at locations such as Point Clear,
Alabama, or Orange Beach, which maybe a more family
type environment. We would like some input from our
members. Along with a location we discussed content that
will benefit everyone, and again we would like your input.
We reviewed membership numbers and various ways to
increase association membership. Coming soon we will
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR have flyers and pens printed, along with banners and tables set up at the auctions. We will also be using social
Andrew Caldecott
media marketing as a way to promote the MIADA dealers
to the public, as well as radio and TV marketing, so stay
tuned. We also talked about legislation for the 2019 session, so keep an eye out for those
updates in future issues as well.
Happy selling,

MIADA is a not-for-profit industry
trade association that has been the voice
of Mississippi’s independent auto dealers since 1968. MIADA is committed to
representing, educating, and informing
Mississippi’s most successful independent motor vehicle dealers. Dealers turn
to MIADA to provide them solutions
and answers to business related questions and consumer related questions.
Our primary purpose is to identify and
address the legal and legislative issues
that confront the used car industry in
Mississippi, but we do much more.
Through MIADA’s impressive network
of a wide variety of companies who support our industry, our members enjoy
pre-negotiated discounts on products
and services they need to be successful
in the car business. We encourage you
to check out the Dealer Service Provider Directory. These services include, but
are not limited to auto auctions, insurance companies, legal advice, and advertising. All members receive a coupon
book containing about $5,000 in real
discounts.
If you would like information about
membership and the benefits associated
with becoming a part of MIADA, please
don’t hesitate to give us a call.
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MARCOS ESQUIVEL | ESQUIVEL AUTO DEPOT | RIALTO, CA

There is nothing that compares to NextGear Capital. My rep keeps me informed on market trends to make sure I’m buying
the right inventory. She lets us know what’s hot, who’s selling, which sales to attend and if there are any promotions going
on, which definitely helps us be more competitive. I wouldn’t be able to sell the number of cars that I do without her.
MARCOS ESQUIVEL | ESQUIVEL AUTO DEPOT

Smart. Simple. Fast. | Learn how Marcos gets MORE at nextgearcapital.com
*This testimonial was received via interview, audio and/or video submission. This testimonial is based on this dealer’s individual experiences, reflecting real life experiences
of a NextGear Capital dealer. NextGear Capital does not claim they are typical results that dealers generally will achieve. This dealer’s experiences may not be indicative of
future performance or success of any other dealers. Some of the testimonial has been shortened so the whole message is not displayed due to length and/or relevance.
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A Way to Increase Profitability That Many
Dealerships Overlook
By Chase Abbott, Vice President of Sales at VinSolutions
We all know that margins are shrinking
for dealerships and that it’s a trend that
is likely to continue. With that in mind,
it’s important to look for ways to preserve
your dealership’s profits. Where should
you start? The smart money’s on employee
retention.

A proactive dealership will look for ways
to make sure that everyone on staff has
what they need to be successful and stay
engaged. Employees who are engaged are
59% less likely to look for a job with a different organization in the next 12 months
than disengaged employees.

Let’s take a look at some numbers from the
Cox Automotive Dealership Staffing Study
to understand why this is so important:

Cultural changes start with surveying
your employees and asking what can be
done to make things better. Designate a
culture champion for your dealership who
will take charge of the process and make
sure these changes are ongoing, effective
and flexible.

The average dealership with fewer than
100 employees spends about $10,000 hiring an employee.
That dealership spends an average of
$2,000 to train each new employee.
The average turnover rate for dealership
salespeople is 67%.
Here’s the math on that: $10,000 average
cost per new hire, multiplied by 67% average annual turnover rate for sales, multiplied by 30 salespeople in a dealership,
tallies up to a $201,000 loss per year. That’s
money going out the back door just because employees are dissatisfied.

Proactive dealers foresee and influence
change, teach their team to be self-reliant
and understand that empowering staff to
make good business decisions yields the
best outcomes. They consciously create a
company culture driven by employees.
A proactive dealership will look for ways
to make sure that everyone on staff has
what they need to be successful and stay
engaged.
Provide the right tools for the job

When you take into account that more
than half of dealership gross profit margin
goes to payroll, look what all that turnover
does to your overall profitability!

Does your technology truly drive success
by providing opportunity and saving time?
Or is it holding you back due to its limitations?

You should examine all aspects of your
dealership when you begin to strategically
plan improvements, including hours, pay
plan changes, staffing structure, processes and goals. Here are some of the larger
considerations that can make a noticeable
impact.

63% of managers say the pace of technological change in their workplaces is too
slow. Every 6-12 months, you should be
reviewing the products available to you.
If your technology is making it more difficult for your salespeople to do their jobs
and provide a good customer experience,
they will be less engaged and more likely
to go elsewhere. For example, if your salespeople have to type in a customer’s name
seven or eight times in one deal because
none of your systems are integrated, both

Create a workplace culture that makes
employees want to stay
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the salespeople and the customers are likely to get frustrated.
Train to build retention because retention builds culture
Training – and particularly CRM and
technology training – is non-negotiable.
You need it to make everyone’s lives easier. It’s like oil changes: if you don’t change
your oil, your engine will explode. If you
don’t train on your technology, your dealership will explode.
To establish an effective training program,
start by understanding where you are: set a
baseline. Effective training must be owned
by all players. If someone is reluctant, get
them to own some of the training by making them part of the process.
Last, but not least, constantly evolve the
training. It needs to stay fresh and new and
based on the needs of your dealership.
Don’t wait to make these changes because
your competitors are making these adjustments now. Don’t let your top talent slip away.
Implement employee retention strategies and
preserve your dealership’s profitability. n
Chase Abbott is the Vice President of Sales
at VinSolutions. He spent many years in the
dealership as an Internet Director, Finance
Director and GSM. VinSolutions is a leading developer of easy-to-use software solutions that span the needs of complex dealership processes in the U.S. and Canada.
VinSolutions provides an all-in-one, cloudbased internal management, sales, service
and consumer engagement CRM platform
that can be used from any PC, laptop or mobile device. We drive performance through
customized sales follow-ups, tailored marketing campaigns, proactive performance
management and more. VinSolutions is a
Cox AutomotiveTM company.

DOWNLOAD THE MSIADA APP

OVER $11,000 IN COUPONS!

Search for MSIADA to download. Once downloaded, scroll to the bottom to find “Membership Rewards”
and register. Your username cannot be your email address and your password must be at least eight
characters with a capital letter and a number. Once you have registered, admin will get an email to approve.

ler

Mobile Dea
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Requiring Buyers to Buy Service Contracts?
Read This.

Requiring the purchase of a VSC to finance a sale is not a TILA or Reg Z violation
unto itself, but dealers must take two key steps to avoid costly violations of federal
and state guidelines.
By Thomas B. Hudson, Esq.
I frequently speak at industry conferences.
When my presentation is over, there are
always a few folks from the audience who
have questions or who just want to talk
about the legal side of the car business.
When there are questions, it sometimes
seems that there’s something of a “flavor of
the month” thing going on — I’ll get several
questions that are either identical or that
have small variations on a central theme.
At this year’s National Independent Auto
Dealers Association in Orlando, that theme
seemed to be service contracts in general,
and in particular, whether a dealer may
require a credit buyer to buy one. Like most
legal questions, the answer to this one is
easy, except when it isn’t.

TILA and Reg Z Implications

The easy part of the question is whether the
practice of requiring a service contract in
connection with the credit sale of a vehicle
violates the federal Truth in Lending Act and
Regulation Z. The answer to that question
is a simple “No,” because, as you might
guess, the federal disclosure requirements
tend to deal with disclosure rather than the
substance of the transaction. It isn’t far from
the truth to say, “The feds don’t care what
you do, as long as you disclose it correctly.”
But the fact that federal disclosure laws
don’t prohibit the practice doesn’t mean
that the practice is not affected by them.
In this case, the key to the application of
federal law is the word “required.” When
a dealer requires a service contract in
financing contracts, but not in similar cash
transactions, the charge for the service
6 | MIADA MISSISSIPPI DEALER Sep/Oct 2018

contract must be treated as a finance
charge, added to other finance charges and
included in the APR calculation. That’s
pretty basic.
A little more esoteric is just how the charge
must appear in the federal disclosure part of
the retail installment contract. It should be
shown as a “prepaid finance charge.” That
means that most generic retail installment
contracts cannot be used because they do
not incorporate a prepaid finance charge
disclosure.
And then there’s state law. In states that have
definitions of “finance charge” that mirror
or operate like the federal disclosure laws,
several problems arise. First, there may be
a state law that simply prohibits requiring
the purchase of a service contract. Then
there’s the disclosure issue which, in a lot of
states, will require the same sort of analysis
required at the federal level.
Are we done? Nope.

Authority Exceeded

Most states impose a rate cap for finance
charges. In such states, the cost of the
service contract, when added to other
finance charges in the deal, may produce
a rate so high that it exceeds the state’s
maximum permitted rate.
Finally, there is the issue of how finance
charges must be computed at the state level.
Some states require that finance charges
be computed only by applying a rate to a
declining balance. An upfront charge such
as the fee for a service contract won’t meet
that test.

One conference dealer attendee kept
arguing that requiring a service contract
couldn’t create the difficulties I described
to him. Finally, he said, “My DMS provider
says that by simply including the cost of
the service contract in the itemization of
amount financed, I’m disclosing everything
correctly!”
In response, I asked, “But have you told
the DMS provider that you are requiring
the buyer to purchase the service contract,
or does the DMS provider believe that the
purchase is voluntary? Go ask the DMS
provider that question.” The dealer left to
wander over to the DMS provider’s booth
in the exhibit hall, and I didn’t hear from
him again.
From several recent AG actions, I can tell
you that this one is a front-burner problem.
If you’re requiring buyers to buy service
contracts, pull down the shades, flip the sign
on the door from “OPEN” to “CLOSED,”
lock the doors, and go visit your lawyer. n
Thomas B. Hudson is a partner in the firm of
Hudson Cook LLP, publisher of Spot Delivery,
and the author of several widely read
compliance manuals. Contact him at tom.
hudson@bobit.com.
©CounselorLibrary.
com 2018, all rights reserved. Single print
publication rights only, to Auto Dealer Today
(7/18). HC No. 4820-5588-3116

Get a membership
application at
msiada.org/
membership
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Culture: You’ve got it all wrong and we NEED
to talk about it!
By Subi Ghosh, Senior Director of Dealer Marketing at Stream Companies
Let me explain. What do you think makes
up Company Culture? When you ask people
how they experience culture (not define it),
you’ll get a varying degree of responses. A
majority of those responses will be focused
on “having fun”, “easy to communicate with
leadership”, or “free food”. Ultimately, these
are responses you want to get, but culture
is far more than the warm and fuzzies.
There is a real tangible value of decreasing
turnover, engaging sales staff to perform
higher, improving morale, and increasing
sales from an intentionally placed structure
and an engaged community. How you
achieve this is through planning, structure,
and effective deployment. There are real
steps and structures to put in place to
properly achieve long-lasting growth with
culture success.
A few things to get you started.
Two halves that make a whole are
internal and external culture. They work
hand in hand but should be focused
on independently. Internally, you want
to focus on your employees, internal
communication,
structures,
mission
statements, expectations meetings, defined
customer experience paths, defined
processes, bridging departments, improving
communication, breaking silos, and creating
value statements by departments as well as
for the organization as a whole.
Externally, you want to address how the
community engages with your store. Areas
of focus that address external culture include
social culture strategy, brand identity, value
propositions, consistent market research,
social training for the team, consumer
experience awareness, and defined consumer
experiences paths. They are important to
discuss and illustrate to your team as well as
the community.
5 pillars
In my experience of both being an Internet
Director and running an agency, I’ve

identified five areas where those internal and
external cultures focus into.
1. Strategic Hiring and Placement –
Cultivating a specific set of steps for
hiring will help clearly identify the best
candidates. I have personally used four
stages: phone, in-person, a follow-up
email task, return in-person to meet with
team members. Identifying skillsets for
correct placement of employees is the
biggest growth opportunity in dealerships
from what I’ve experienced. Not only will
interview and placement roadmaps make
hiring easier on sales managers, but will
also dramatically improve turnover.
2. Internal Processes – The right structure,
rules, guidelines, expectations, mission
statements, and consumer experience
pathways makes all the difference to your
team as well as to your customers. Most
employees “understand” the general
processes, but will admit that they couldn’t
share the steps with a teammate or follow
them consistently. This is due mostly
to a lack of written rules or handbooks.
Defining the outlined items above will
give your team clear instructions on how
to do their jobs, what is expected of them,
what it means to be a team member, and
how to give a customer the best possible
experience.
3. Websites – Taking what we’ve defined
in the first two pillars, we now have a
defined brand with incredible value that
helps your dealership stand out amongst
competitors. We can now effectively
communicate that message to the
community through creative placement
on the homepage, SRPs, and VDPs to
overcome objections (before they even
become objections) along with convincing
them to engage the dealership. With only
a 2-4% conversion from eyeballs on your
website to leads, we have to get creative to
get those consumers wanting to engage
with us.
4. Social Culture – Incorporating the first

3 pillars into engaging your community
through non-advertising means can take
those grassroots efforts and magnify
them! Creating opportunities to empower
your team to become ambassadors of
your brand can significantly increase
exposure. A social culture is not one
where individuals are simply posting on
Social Media, but rather going out into the
communities with pride and authorities
as ambassadors of your organization.
Social policies and training are crucial to
igniting this strategy.
5. Retention Marketing- We are so often
focused on the in-market buyers that
we forget the rest of the lifecycle of
our customers. By creating a strategy,
processes, and structure for all stages
of our customers we can engage/
communicate our culture, our missions,
and sales opportunities more effectively.
In a hyper-connected, consumer experience
driven world, culture is crucial to attracting
and retaining both your customers and
employees. Dealership culture seems to be
the most difficult to influence or course
correct. In large part due to the connotation
of difficulty, most give up before they even
try. I’m here to tell you it isn’t that difficult,
but it does take intention and buy-in.
Culture has become an extremely hot topic
across all industries, especially in automotive
where customer experience is critical, and
those who fail to execute that struggle with
turnover at a high rate. While I see that
increasingly more dealerships are embracing
“culture”, I find that it is quite misunderstood
and poorly structured which leads to
continued turnover issues along with poor
consumer experience. Solving this problem
is my motivation for discussing this topic
at the upcoming Driving Sales Executive
Summit in Vegas this October. I hope you
join me at DSES so you can walk out with
a plan to conquer such an important and
misconstrued topic. n
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A Leader Does Not Need to Take All of the
Credit. It’s Not All About You.
By Derrick Woolfson

We have all worked with that one manager
who thinks extremely highly of themselves.
Making sure that you are not just aware of
it, but that if you do not agree and or want
to participate in spreading their fanfare, it
will become a problem. In some cases even
resulting in your getting fewer leads or
showroom up’s. That is not a leader. That is a
lousy manager. A manager that if left to their
own devices can single-handedly destroy
a dealers morale causing the unnecessary
turnover we struggle with. If that does not
get our attention than perhaps we have more
significant issues at hand to discuss. With
the demands of our customers evolving we
cannot afford to revolve the way we approach
leadership around the requirements of a bad
sales manager. Instead, we have to focus on
how to develop a leader, and how to build a
relationship with a manager that has what it
takes to be an effect leader on the dealer level.
What Does A Leader Look Like? What is
the Difference Between a Leader and a
Manager?
A leader wants to lead his team by
working towards improving the way they
8 | MIADA MISSISSIPPI DEALER Sep/Oct 2018

approach customer service on the dealer
level. Knowing that because they are not
managing but leading their sales consultants
or service advisors, they will inherently be
more successful. As their efforts will pay
off with the results showing in their sales
numbers. This approach cannot work and
will become a problem, however, if the
leader wants to take all of the credit for
the results. But that is the mindset of a
bad manager, not a leader. A bad manager
spends their time knit picking at their sales
consultants unknowingly working harder
to prevent a team from forming unless of
course, you are on their side, which yields
its own damage to the dealer level. All of
which can and will create a very hostile walking on eggshell - environment that no
one wants to work in. As taking all of the
credit for your sales consultants efforts is
not only destructive to your dealer’s morale
it can also affect their performance. Leaving
themselves asking “is it me or am I just that
bad of a sales consultant?”
Why Do You Need to Take All of the Credit
as a Manager? Leaders Do Not Need to

Take All of the Credit from their Team. Your
Team’s Success Shows Your Value.
This is not an easy question to have to
answer, but it is an important one. There is
an underlying reason as to why you feel the
need to take all of the credit for the results.
Or the notion that it is necessary for you to
continue to parade around the dealership
talking about how important or capable
you are to the overall dealer’s success. And
how if you were to leave that the entire
dealership would crumble. Albeit, this does
take a lot of confidence to pull off. But that
confidence does not always translate. Not
to mention, this management style is often
short-lived as they usually either get fired
or quit as their sales team starts to crumble.
In many cases, this bad manager is insecure
and projects their own insecurities onto the
sales team. They spend more time worrying
about what their sales consultants think of
them - wanting to be friends - versus being
the leader they need to be in order to excel.
Taking Credit From Your Sales Consultants
is Destructive Behavior That Can Damage
Your Dealers Morale. How to Avoid this

Management Style. How to Be A Leader
Without Taking All of the Credit.
There is nothing wrong with your efforts
being acknowledged once in a while. In
fact, it is essential that your owner or GM
appreciates all of the hard work that you
have put into the dealership. However, when
their need for appreciation and attention
gets to the to the point of their wanting all
of the credit for the dealer’s success is when
they become unhinged. This manager will
go to great lengths to get rid of anyone that
gets in his or her way. And because they are
so entangled in their own need to be liked
and appreciated they will easily let go of
some of their key players. All because they
do not feed into their ego. This is a bad
manager. Not a leader. But this practice is
commonplace in the auto industry. The
other issue with this management style is
that it discourages growth and development
on the dealer level. Where your staff does
not feel that they are able to learn or develop
without walking on eggshells. Don’t be this
Manager. Be a leader.
A leader knows that if their team is
successful, the results will follow. And a
good GM or Owner will recognize that
because of their efforts and hard work that
is why they are successful. However, it is
vital that the GM or Owner does not lose
sight of what their leaders are doing on the
dealer level. Wherein, a lot of the behavior
- and this is not excusing it - might stem
from the fact that the manager does not feel
appreciated for their hard work. A simple
thank you or great job can go along way.
An even better means of showing your
appreciation for your leader’s efforts is to
provide them with some much needed time
off. Allowing them to recharge.
Bottom Line: Not all Managers are bad.
And not all leaders are great. The point is
that it is best to ensure that your leader has
a vision on the dealer level and is able to
translate that vision in a meaningful way
to their staff. Making sure that instead of
taking all of the credit for the end result that
it is more about what “we” accomplished
as a dealership. Not what “I” did for the
dealership. Understanding that a good GM
or Owner will take notice and appreciate
and compliment your leadership style
without having to take all of the credit.
Knowing that if you start to take all of the
credit for the results, it can and will crush
the morale at the dealer level. And no one
wants to walk on egg-shells. n

| auction directory
Tuesday

Dealers Auto Auction (Memphis)
2560 Rental Road
Memphis, TN 38118
901-480-4250
9:00am Dealer Sale
dealersauto.com

Dealers Auto Auction (Huntsville)
26125 US Hwy. 72, Athens, AL 35613
256-232-0201
9:00am Dealer Sale
dealersauto.com

Dixie Auto Auction
15673 Highway 8 West
Grenada, MS 38901
662-226-5637
6:30pm Dealer Sale
dixieautoauction.com

Adesa Memphis
5400 Getwell Rd., Memphis, TN 38118
901-365-6300
9:00am Dealer Sale
adesa.com

Dealers Auto Auction (Jackson)
1657 Old Whitfield Rd., Pearl, MS 39208
601-956-2700
9:30am Dealer Sale
dealersauto.com
Louisiana’s 1st Choice Auto Auction
18310 Woodscale Rd.
Hammond, LA 70401
985-345-3302
8:30am Dealer Sale
lafcaa.com

Wednesday

Long Beach Auto Auction
8494 County Farm Road
Long Beach, MS 39560
228-452-2030
1:30pm Dealer Sale
lbaa.com
Tupelo Auto Auction
717 Westmoreland Dr.,Tupelo, MS 38801
662-841-0622
5:00pm Dealer Sale
tupeloautoauction.com
Manheim New Orleans
61077 St Tammany, Slidell, LA 70460
985-643-2061
9:00am Dealer Sale
manheim.com

Thursday

ABC Baton Rouge
3960 Blount Rd., Baton Rouge, LA 70807
225-778-3737
9:00am Dealer Sale
auctionbroadcasting.com
Adesa Little Rock
8700 Highway 70, North Little Rock, AR 72117
501-945-2444
9:00am Dealer Sale
adesa.com

Insurance Auto Auction
100 Beasley Road, Jackson, MS 39206
601-956-2787
9:00am Dealer Sale
iaai.com
Dealers Auto Auction (Mobile)
3030 McVay Drive
North Mobile, AL 366606
251-338-7653
9:30am Dealer Sale
dealersauto.com
Manheim Mississippi
7510 US Highway 49
Hattiesburg, MS 39402
601-269-7550
9:00am Dealer Sale
manheim.com
Shoals-North Alabama Auto Auction
651 Fairground Road
Muscle Shoals, AL 35661
256-381-2745
5:45pm Dealer Sale
snaaa.com

Friday

Oak View Auto Auction
13451 Florida Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70815
225-272-5139
10:00am Dealer Sale
oakviewautoauction.com
Jackson Madison County Auto Auction
38 Graves Loop Rd
Medina, TN 38355
877-554-4500
9:30am Dealer Sale
jacksontennesseeautoauction.com
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INDEPENDENT AUTO AUCTIONS TALK

Mobility, Safety, Hiring & More
By Joe Overby, Senior Editor, Auto Remarketing
There’s no doubt about it. Independent
auto auctions certainly face a challenge
from the growth of corporate counterparts
Cox Automotive and KAR Auction Services, which are the parent companies of
the Manheim and ADESA auction chains,
respectively.
But folks like Brandon Walston, the general manager of the independent San Antonio Auto Auction, also see the opportunity
in their position.
“The challenges are definitely the two big
players … how much they’re growing horizontally and vertically in the industry,
and the resources they have behind that,”
Walston said in an interview at Auto Remarketing’s North Carolina offices.
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“On the flip side of that, I think that the
opportunities that leaves us as independents are we kind of have the flexibility
— as long as we’re open to it — to be able
to work with these new things that they’re
putting in the market,” he said, referring
to the technologies from Cox Automotive
and KAR that are also available to independent auctions.
“We’re independent so, for example, we
have the advantage of being able to work
with DealShield from Cox. To be able to
offer that to our customers, as well. We
have the advantage of being able to post
vehicles on OPENLANE, from KAR,”
Walston said.

For local customers of independent auctions like San Antonio, they’re able to utilize the additional services from the larger companies, all while maintaining “our
special touch of service,” Walston said.
“So, the combination of that, I think we
can really use to our advantage if we’re
open to it and flexible, and not stuck in our
ways of ‘this is how it’s got to go,’” Walston
said.
Hunter Dunn, who is the general manager of Corpus Christi Auto Auction, joined
Walston for the Aug. 8 interview ahead
of this National Auto Auction Week that
touched on challenges and opportunities
for independents, mobility and new tech,
auction safety, finding talent and more.

Both Texas auctions are part of the W
Walker Auction Group and members of the
ServNet Auction Group, a network of independent auctions.
Dunn said that given the various parts of
the market that a company like Cox Automotive reaches through its services —
DealShield, vAuto, NextGear, etc. — “it
wouldn’t benefit us to say, ‘you know, we’re
not going to use any of this stuff from this
particular company.’ Because it makes us
stronger, it opens up our buyer base, for
sure.”

reaching out to them to provide such services as vehicle storage or marshaling,
Walston said.

Walston said it’s important to ensure that
is realized by customers, employees and
the like.

“We’re in our market, we know it as good
as anyone else (in) that area,” he said.

There is no room for complacency, Dunn
said, even things like dealers walking in
and out of lanes or using their phones.
Given how prevalent phones are at auctions — scanning VINs, taking pictures,
etc. — that can be a “distraction.”

And, of course, post-use auction sale of
vehicles is another areas independents can
provide a service to these new players in
automotive.
Walston and Dunn also both mentioned
how independents can help “streamline” the
return process for these fleets of vehicles.

CONTINUING TO FIND TALENT

Walston and Dunn also touched on the
hiring process in the auction business.

And utilizing the amenities
SAFETY CHALLENGES
provided by the corporate
Regardless of whether an auction is owned
parents of the large auction
by a family, small business or corporation,
safety has become a focal point in the busichains gives the independents a shot in the arm, too. It ness.
makes them more marketable. And it’s a daily practice.

And a big part of that is just spreading the
word about the industry itself.

Being a DealShield user, for instance, “it
becomes a selling point for us, too, where
you’re not just having to go to Manheim
to use DealShield, you can use it at independent auctions such as myself and
(Walston’s) and other independent auctions across the nation,” Dunn said.

“Safety is definitely a thing you can’t just
preach once and expect it to work. So, it’s a
constant thing for us to have safety meetings.
Every week. Every sale day,” Walston said.

In terms of bringing in employees, Walston
said he’s found success with a blend of folks
with auto industry experience and fresh
talent that can bring new ideas.

The hammering home of this message
“may seem repetitive on the surface,”
Walston said, but as he and Dunn both
emphasized, “it can’t be said enough.”

In addition to experience, “an open mind
to be trainable,” is also important, Dunn
said, given how much often the industry
changes — particularly the technological
shifts in recent years

OPPORTUNITIES IN MOBILITY &
BEYOND

There are also opportunities for independent auctions in this new automotive landscape of mobility, ridesharing, subscription services and the like.
It’s a matter of providing a local service
resource for some of those players, and

Discounts available.

The most effective way to reach
automobile dealers in Mississippi
is by targeting your ad dollars
with Mississippi Dealer.
Email: info@professionalmojo.com

Dunn added: “And we get reminded of
this, unfortunately, every so often when
you hear something tragic happening at
an auction. It brings it back in our memory of how important it is, and it makes us
refocus (on)” how those situations can be
prevented and how might preventive measures be implemented at their own auction
to avoid such tragedies.
“The families of our employees and everyone that we work with expect them to have
a safe place to work and expect to see them
at home after work every day,” Walston
said. “And that’s our responsibility as leaders to do our best and ensure that.”
It is imperative that’s top of mind each day.
“Auctions are dangerous places … you’re
dealing with combustible motors, a lot of
times you’re dealing with older cars that
maybe haven’t passed all the safety checks.
It’s a dangerous place. And you try to minimize (the danger),” Dunn said.

As Walston said, “In general, not enough
people know about the auction industry”
— and before he started at San Antonio
Auto Auction, he counted himself in that
bunch

And often, referrals have made for some of
the best hires, Dunn said.
Car and auction industry experience isn’t
necessarily the top priority — and sometimes when they don’t have background in
the business, an employee comes in with
more of a clean slate.
One thing Walston stresses when hiring is
that the auction industry is a “relationship
business.”
The nature of the wholesale car industry,
an auction will see customers every week.
That’s quite a departure from a general retail sales job, for instance.
“You’re building relationships with these
guys,” Walston said. “You’re not selling
them something one time and they’re out
the door; you’re in it for the long haul
with them.” n
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Small Business Optimism Reaches
All-Time High
By Used Car News
Small business optimism is at an all-time
high in the latest quarterly Wells Fargo/
Gallup Small Business Index.
The survey, which measures small business
optimism, had an overall Index score of
118, 12-percentage points higher than last
quarter and the highest level in the survey’s
15-year history. High indicators drove the
current Index score from small business
owners on their overall financial situation,
cash flow and ability to obtain credit.
Even as optimism soared, small business
owners’ sentiment about their company
revenues remained relatively consistent
with the previous quarter. About half of

respondents said their revenues increased
over the last 12 months, and 61 percent said
they expect company revenues will increase
over the next 12 months.
For the second consecutive quarter, survey
respondents said hiring and retaining staff
was their top challenge, at 18 percent.
It could remain a challenge in the year
ahead, as 35 percent of firms said they
expect an increase in the number of jobs
at their company in the next year. Other
top challenges cited by business owners
include taxes (9 percent) and attracting
new business (9 percent), which have been
consistently reported among the top issues
of small business owners. n

Reach Dealer Decision Makers

ADVERTISE WITH MIADA
Stay in front of Decision Makers you need
to reach across Mississippi
•
Advertising Proven to Grow Your Business
•
6 Quality Issues Per Year
TO ADVERTISE:
Email service@professionalmojo.com
Mississippi Dealer magazine is distributed to independent automobile dealers, associate service providers and
decision makers throughout the state of Mississippi. Space is limited and available on a first-come, first-served basis.
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How to Convert on the 3 Customer Buying
Signals

Salespeople don’t always know the best way to capitalize on available data, missing
key opportunities to improve the customer’s experience and close the deal
By Mo Zahabi
We live in an age where technology provides
dealerships with an immense amount of
data about what customers want—but only
if they read their buying signals correctly.
Even though this data is available to the
sales staff, salespeople don’t always know
the best way to capitalize on it, missing key
opportunities to improve the customer’s
experience and close the deal.
So, how can dealers ensure their sales
operation takes full advantage of the
technology and data available to it?
It starts with understanding that technology
is changing how dealers interact with
customers. Random cold calls are
obsolete when there is ample background
information collected in your CRM to
create a more timely and personalized
conversation with customers.
Information such as customer sentiment,
what cars customers have looked at online,
what their budget is, what type of car they
are looking for, etc., all can help create an
intelligent interaction when reaching out to
or responding to the customer.

same vehicle for several years, there could
be an opportunity to get them in a new car
without increasing payments.
It’s the dealer’s job to let customers know
if they are in positive equity because they
may not realize it themselves. Alerting
customers to their positive equity could
help create desire for a new vehicle, and
where there is desire, there could be a deal.
Rebates and incentives change every day,
so a customer’s equity may be changing
daily too. Dealers should be proactive and
use the CRM to alert customers when their
equity becomes positive, and then convey
how it can correspond to new deals and
offers.
2. SERVICE ACTIVITY
The second buying signal is service activity.
Maybe a customer’s old car is due for an
expensive repair, or a customer keeps
repairing the same part in a car.
Or maybe the customer simply has had the
same car for a long time. A variety of service
lane behaviors can indicate a customer
might be ready for a new vehicle.

When dealers are armed with data from the
CRM, customers’ three key buying signals
are easier to pick up on.

If a dealership’s CRM is connected to the
service side of the business, dealers can
read service signals right off the CRM on
the service appointment dashboard. Access
to service activity data allows dealers to
proactively reach out to customers with
special offers, or meet them in the service
drive for a conversation to gauge their
appetite for a new car.

1. EQUITY STANDING
The first buying signal is positive equity
standing. If a customer has positive equity
and has been making payments on the

All of these interactions, whether the
customer moves forward or not, must be
recorded back into the CRM to inform the
next exchange.

The most successful dealers are indeed the
proactive ones. For dealerships that use
their CRMs religiously and enforce the
process, all customer data that is needed to
be successful is available in the tool.

3. WEBSITE BEHAVIOR
The final—and maybe the most obvious—
buying signal is website behavior.
Dealerships can and should record all
online data so that they know what each
customer is looking for based on their
online activity.
Some CRMs have a web behavior–tracking
tool, which can help dealers easily see
what customers are searching for on their
website. With information on website
browsing history in hand, salespeople
can gain unique insights, allowing the
dealership to present the most relevant
vehicles and features consumers are already
interested in.
Dealers need to be cautious with this data,
however, and look for repeat behavior
across multiple visits instead of contacting
someone who has only looked at one car on
the website.
In
this
increasingly
competitive
environment, proactivity will get dealers
ahead. Having the right tools to help dealers
turn data into insights and technology
will enable them to read the signs that
customers are ready to buy.
Once dealerships can read the signals
correctly, it will help them close more deals
and increase their bottom line. n
Mo Zahabi is the senior director of sales and
product consulting at VinSolutions, a Cox
Automotive brand that seamlessly integrates
systems and tools to deliver a single view of
the customer across a dealership, so dealers
can maintain relationships and make more
repeat sales.
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2 Factors Perhaps Driving Rise in
Used-Vehicle Sales
By Joe Overby, Arlena Sawyers & Sarah Rubenoff, Auto Remarketing

The retail used-vehicle market is likely
benefiting — at the moment, at least —
from pulling over and pulling ahead.
That is to say, a value proposition that is
pulling would-be buyers of traditional cars
in the new market over to the used market;
and the specter of proposed automotive
tariffs that may be leading dealers to buy
used inventory ahead of such measures
going into effect.
Analysts with Cox Automotive posted
those theories during a sales day
conference call with reporters earlier this
week.

Used a better buy than new, for some

Wednesday’s call came right after a month
where used-car sales were expected to
reach 3.4 million, according to a late
July forecast from Edmunds, a sum that
would beat June used-car sales of 3.2
million units. That would also translate
to a used-car seasonally adjusted
annualized rate of 39.5 million units,
compared to the used-car SAAR of 39.2
million a month before.
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The used-vehicle sales growth
is amid what Cox Automotive
senior economist Charlie
Chesbrough described as a
“huge reduction in the car
segment” in the new-vehicle
sales market during July.
“[Sales for traditional cars were] down
quite a bit on a year-over-year basis, and
certainly more than what we were initially
expecting. And we think one of the things
that might be going on is that car buyers
are moving into the used-vehicle market,”
Chesbrough said during the call.
“One of the things that we saw in our
recent data from our auction activity
is that used-car prices are above their
normal July levels. And so, we think that
there’s probably a number of folks that are
looking for buying opportunities in the
used-car market,” he said.
“Buying that same 3-year-old version of
that new car in the used market at a 30-

,40-, 50-percent discount or getting that
crossover vehicle — 3-year-old crossover
vehicle — for essentially the same price
they would pay for a new small car in the
new market.”
In a news release issued Wednesday ahead
of the call, Kelley Blue Book analyst Tim
Fleming said the monthly new-vehicle
market share for car segments was likely
to be 31 percent, compared to 36 percent
in July 2017.
“Consumers clearly are favoring utility
vehicles over cars,” Autotrader executive
analyst Michelle Krebs said during the
call.
“What we think is exacerbating the
decline in [sales of traditional new cars]
is the fact that there’s this plethora of used
cars, and more importantly, a richer mix
of utility vehicles coming off lease and
back on the market,” she said. “And we do
know that affordability is becoming more
of an issue, so the used vehicles provide
a value alternative to new vehicles. And
there’s the richer mix in terms of utility.”

To that end, Krebs pointed out that
affordability is starting to be concerning
even to luxury vehicle shoppers, according
to recent survey data from the company.
And certainly, if value in general is that
important, it raises an interesting choice.
“To Charlie’s point, if you’ve got $20,000
to spend and you can buy a new compact
car or you can buy a 3-year-old compact
sport utility, hmm, what are you going to
choose?” Krebs said.
The recent quarterly results from public
dealership groups “reinforces that notion,”

GET
FEATURED
MIADA is looking
for YOUR content.
If you can write on topics
that we feature in MIADA
publications, we'll showcase
your expertise by publishing
your material!

We are inviting all associate
members to submit their content
to be shared in our magazine
and e-news publications. We
want to feature your NEW products and services, we want to
announce your exciting internal
promotions and of course your
company success stories! This
is a fantastic way to increase
brand awareness and credibility
for your company within a highly targeted market of independent auto dealers.
Email us at
info@professionalmojo.com
for questions, comments
or to submit your material
for consideration.

Krebs said, as they have shown “very
heavy reliance on the used-car market for
a lot of their growth.”

(That said, used-vehicle retail gross
margins for those groups were down
again, Webb wrote).

String of used-car gains continues
for public

Tariff impacts

At Sonic Automotive, for instance, its
EchoPark standalone used-car stores
were a bright spot in the second quarter
amid disappointing new-vehicle margin
erosion at the dealership group’s BMW
and Honda dealerships.
Its same store, new-vehicle revenue in the
quarter grew 1.6 percent, driven by higher
average selling prices, but gross profits
dropped 6.3 percent because of lower
margins.
The EchoPark stores were “profitable as
a group” in June, Sonic executive vice
president of operations, Jeff Dyke, said
during the company’s second quarter
earnings call on July 27. EchoPark’s seven
stores made more than $1 million in June
and were tracking to exceed that amount
in July.
The company expects its EchoPark
operations to generate about $15 million
in profits next year.
EchoPark’s retail sales of 7,459 units in
the quarter were more than triple its unit
sales in the second quarter of 2017, the
company said. EchoPark stores generated
$180.2 million in revenue, which was also
more than triple its revenue in the yearago quarter.
“I’m most proud of the topline revenue
growth experienced in our EchoPark
stores as we continue to open new stores,
and our ramp up period is shortening and
volumes are building at a more rapid rate,”
Sonic president Scott Smith said during
the call.
Sonic isn’t the only public dealer group
with some used-car momentum.
In 34 of the past 36 quarters, samestore used-car unit sales for the seven
public dealership groups (which includes
CarMax) have climbed, former Cox
Automotive chief economist and current
Auto Remarketing contributor Tom Webb
said via Twitter on Wednesday, citing
company earnings.

Another factor perhaps driving the
strength in the used-vehicle market is
dealer reaction in anticipation of the
impact from the proposed auto tariffs.
“On the used market, we might be seeing
some early pull-ahead activity, where …
many dealers are buying inventory to
try and get ready for [the proposed auto
tariffs] if and when they go into effect,
which probably wouldn’t be until later
this fall,” Chesbrough said.

Dealers perhaps are aiming
to acquire used-car inventory
before these proposed auto
tariffs are effective, as they’re
apt to increase used-car
prices, Chesbrough explained.
In comments provided by email in early
July, PureCars chief executive Sam Mylrea
echoed much of the same sentiment about
used cars being a more cost-effective
alternative, while also touching on the
potential price impact of proposed auto
tariffs.
“There is still a high demand for used cars
because when high-quality, off-lease cars
are returned to dealerships, consumers
are presented with a cheaper alternative
to purchasing a costly new vehicle,”
Mylrea said. “Prices for new cars are on
the rise, and as leasing continues to grow
in popularity, prices continue to go down
in the used car market. Put simply, used
cars are often the most realistic purchase
for car shoppers.
“Given the pending automotive tariff,
however, there’s a chance that used-car
prices could skyrocket alongside that of
new cars,” he said, linking to this CNN
Money story. “This will make it even
more important for used-car dealerships
to monitor inventory and implement
the most efficient marketing strategies
possible to move cars off the lot.” n
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SERVICE PROVIDER DIRECTORY
MIADA service providers are best in class. We invite you to explore their services and please mention that you saw their
listing in the Mississippi Dealer magazine.

Advertising

Credit Reports

Cars.com
800-298-1460
Automotive Classifieds
cars.com

Equifax
770-522-5650
Credit Reports
equifax.com

Auctions

Microbilt Corp.
866-834-2975
Credit Reports
microbilt.com

AutoTrader.com
800-353-9350
Automotive Classifieds
autotrader.com

SmartAuction
770-686-4735
Online Auto Auction/
Mobile App
smartauction.biz

Car Buying Services

DealerMatch
1-800-457-4404
Networking to provide dealer
to dealer buying & selling
dealermatch.com

Compliance Solutions
Association of Finance &
Insurance Professionals
817-428-2434
Policies & Procedures, Red
Flag Rules
afip.com

RouteOne, LLC
248-229-5170
Compliance & Red Flag Tools
routeone.com

CPA

Clifton Larson Allen
888-529-2648
Tax Auditing & Business
Consulting Services
www.claconnect.com
Rodney Cummins, CPA
601-926-1432
crc@crc-cpa.com

700 Credit
866-273-3848
Credit Reports
700credit.com

RouteOne, LLC.
248-229-5170
Web-Based Credit
Applications
routeone.com

Dealer MGMT
Systems

Comsoft
919-851-2010
Dealership Management &
Marketing Software Solutions
comsoft.com

Frazer
888-963-5369
Dealer Management Software
frazer.com
Wayne Reaves Computer
Software
800-701-8082
Dealer Management Systems
& Dealer Website Provider
waynereaves.com

Dealer Training

NABD BHPH Academy
713-290-8171
Collection Academy
bhphinfo.com

Dealer Website
Provider

Comsoft
919-851-2010
Dealership Management &
Marketing Software Solutions
comsoft.com
Professional Mojo
866-611-2715
professionalmojo.com

Automatrix Dealer
Software Inc.
954-699-4586
Total dealer management
software
automatrixdms.com

Wayne Reaves Computer
Systems
800-701-8082
Dealer Management Systems
& Dealer Website provider
waynereaves.com

AutoRaptor CRM
401-743-5225
Web-Based lead management
with inventory and sales
integration/Mobile Versions
autoraptor.com

Equipment Leasing &
Working Capital

Autostar Solutions Inc.
800-682-2215
Dealer Management systems,
Software, Service, & Repair
autostarsolutions.com
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Access Commercial Capital
800-571-3900
Working Capital & Equipment
Leasing
accesscapital.biz

Finance Companies
ACC – Automotive Credit
Corporation
888-268-1400
Financing
automotivecredit.com

CMCC – Central Mississippi
Credit Corporation
866-443-0877
Financing
coccfinancial.com
Credit Acceptance
706-231-2028
Quick Subprime Financing
creditacceptance.com
Dealer Funding, LLC
877-538-5492
Secondary Financing
dealerfundingllc.com
First Consumers Financial
225-272-9009
Auto Finance
fcfcarloan.com
Gateway One Lending
888-810-8740
Financing
gatewayonelending.com
Nationwide Acceptance
Corporation
770-935-5626
Secondary Financing
nac-loans.com
Pivot Rock Solutions
855-789-7988
Auto Finance Company
pivotrocksolutions.com
SDS Automotive – Strategic
Dealer Services
214-838-1212
Financing
sdealers.com
Peritus Portfolio Services
866-831-5954
Financial Services
peritusservices.net

RouteOne, LLC
248-229-5170
Access to Finance Sources &
Web-based credit
applications
routeone.com
United Acceptance, Inc.
877-281-236
Acct. Purchase, Bulk
Receivables
unitedacceptance.com

Floor Plan Companies
Ace Motor Acceptance Corp
704-882-7100 Ext 7509
BHPH Lending / Funding for
Contracts
acemotoracceptance.com
AFC – Automotive Finance
Corporation
888-335-6675
Floor Planning
afcdealer.com
Automotive Capital Services
601-502-4581
Floor Planning
autocapservices.com
Carbucks
864-527-7147
Floor Planning
cbfloorplan.com
City Auto Finance
901-377-6868
Floor Planning
cityautofinance.com
NextGear Capital
888-969-3721
Floor Planning
nextgearcapital.com

GPS Tracking/Payment
Protection Devices
Ituran USA Inc.
954-484-3806
GPS Tracking
ituranusa.com

Passtime
877-PASSTIME
GPS Tracking
passtimeuse.com

Insurance

Cars.com
800-298-1460
Automotive Classifieds
cars.com

GWC Warranty Corp
800-482-7357
Service Contracts
gwcwarranty.com

Usedcars.com by Dealix
877-852-7576
Automotive Classifieds
usedcars.com

Integrity Warranty LLC
423-355-8353
Service Contracts
integritywarranty.com

Parts & Services

The Clark Group Insurance
601-213-4200
Insurance Services
theclarkgroupinsurance.com

AutoZone
866-727-5317
AutoZone Sales Center
sc53@autozone.com

Interstate National Dealer
Services
678-894-3500
Service Contracts & Warranties
inds.com

Oseman Insurance Agency
901-562-0151
Garage Liability, Insurance
Services
osemaninsurance.com

Natchez Salvage & Parts
601-442-3626
Salvage & Parts
natchezsalvage.com

Peak Performance Team
585-257-5016
Service Contracts
peakperformanceteam.com

West Insurance Center
800-898-1030
Insurance Services
westinsurancecenter.com

alphagraphics
601-933-9550
us646.alphagraphics.com

Legal

Auto Rental Resource Center
800-585-2772
Auto Rental
arrc.net

Textmaxx Pro
866-367-6889
Customized Texting Solutions
textmaxxpro.com

U Save Auto Rental of
America
1-800-272-8728
Vehicle Rentals
usave.com

Title Services

Absolute Surety LLC
855-689-5106
Surety Bonds
absolutesurety.com
Atwood Insurance
662-289-3325
Insurance Services
dcatwood@bellsouth.net

Car Law
877-464-8326
Legal Update Newsletter
counselorlibrary.com
Waller & Waller
Bob Waller
601-354-5252
wallerandwaller.com

Online Marketing
Autotrader.com
800-353-9350
Automotive Classifieds
autotrader.com
Carsforsale.com
866-388-9778
Online Advertising
carsforsale.com
InterActive Financial
Marketing Group
804-225-1880
Carefully crafted lead filtering,
follow-up, management, and
training solutions
interactivefmg.com

Social Media Marketing

Printing

Professional Mojo
866-611-2715
Online Marketing Mgmt.
professionalmojo.com

Rental Car Companies Texting Solutions

Computerized Vehicle
Registration
800-333-6995
Electronic Title Services
cvrweb.com

Rent-A-Wreck/Priceless
Rent a Car
770-321-4409
Used Car Rental Company
rentalwreck.com

Used Car Valuation

Service Contract
Providers, Warranty
ASC Warranty, Inc.
800-442-7116
Service Contracts
ascwarranty.com

Freedom Warranty of
America LLC
423-212-7445
Service Contracts
freedomwarranty.com

Black Book
800-554-1026
Wholesale Vehicle Guide
blackbookusa.com

Vehicle History
Reports

Auto Data Direct Inc.
850-877-8804
Vehicle Database Searches
add123.com
Carfax
888-788-7715
Vehicle History
carfax.com
vPreferred Providers
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Auctions Help Independents Find Cars as
Franchise Stores Keep More
By Jeffrey Bellant
Independent auction leaders discussed
everything from the dip in inventory to
the use of Internet tools to connect with
dealers during a panel discussion here this
summer.
Inventory continues to be a challenge,
panelists said.
Michele Noblitt of Dealers Auto Auction of
the Rockies in Denver said consignment is
off.
Repossessions are very low in her area and
she attributes that to the low unemployment
rates.
“We’re down 7 percent across the board,
as far as dealer consignment and fleet
consignment,” Noblitt said. “Another factor
in our area, too, is that we are one of the
fastest growing economies. So people are
employed and their rents are astronomical.
“When you factor in $2,500 in a rent
payment and trying to have a car
payment insurance and gas – I feel for the
independent dealers. It’s touch to be selling
cars when you have such high rents and
high bills to pay.”
David Andrews, CEO of Dealers Auto
Auction Group, agreed that repos are off.
He said being in the recon business is key
for dealers to get inventory when volumes
are low so they can get cars to fit their
market. Using auctions and products like
CRs and inspections can help dealers avoid
the risks of buying a bad car and better
source more inventory.
Panelists also commented on how
companies like AutoNation and Carmax
also disrupt the supply with their own
auctions.
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Noblitt doesn’t see either as a threat.
“I think we’ve built up enough loyalty that
our consignors would stay with us,” Noblitt
said.
But Andrews and Noblitt agreed those
are still cars that don’t make it into the
traditional auctions.
“You just have to cast a wide net to find cars
to fill your lanes up,” Andrews said.
Andrews added that sourcing cars from
private owners is much more competitive,
too.
“(One source) reported that Carmax buys
40 percent of their cars from private owners.
That’s a huge number,” he said. “They’ve
done a great job of branding themselves to
buy cars.”

Andrews added that simulcast
and Internet remain good
sources for dealers looking for
extra cars. He said a big effort
goes into those online vehicles
to make sure the buyer is
happy with the purchase.
Doug Turner of America’s Auto Auction
challenged dealers to check out static
sites like SmartAuction, OpenLane
and OVE for inventory. He added even
though franchise dealers are retailing
vehicles they used to send to auctions,
buyers often find these cars on the static
sites.
“Not only are franchise dealers trying
to retail it, they’re trying to wholesale it
at the same time – especially if it’s 60-plus

days old – to try and keep the inventory
turning,” he said.

uses, but social media in general is also
important.

children or grandchildren and then they
get an advertisement.

Panel Moderator Lynn Weaver, executive
director of the Independent Auction Group,
said Auction Pipeline is also a great source
for inventory and marketing information

“It costs money and takes time, but you
have to figure out how to reach dealers,”
Andrews said.

“You have to make sure you don’t blur that
line between personal stuff and business,”
he said.

Several attendees said text is the preferred
method of contact from auctions, with an
occasional visit or call from the owner/GM.

Some of the auctions have also used
YouTube to a lesser extent.

Turner said the challenge on the digital
side is to understand whom you are buying
from; for example, do they have a good
track record and do they sell a quality car?
Who is doing the CRs and who is doing the
inspections?
Auctions are working harder in the digital
realm to reach dealers.
“We do text messages, email blasts and
we just newly revamped our website,” said
Noblitt. “We sell on OVE and SmartAuction
and have our live simulcast.
“We actually go out and visit dealers, too.”
Andrews said texting is a tool the auction

PRE-LICENSING
CALENDAR

Andrews agreed. He is more likely to
respond quickly to a text message than an
email.
One dealer said the information he wants
from an auction is run numbers and
volumes.
Andrews said his company is engaging with
dealers through Facebook.
Turner said his company uses Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn. But he
said one challenge with Facebook is that a
person is scrolling through pictures of their

“It’s something I would consider doing,”
Noblitt said, “maybe on some higher end
cars.”
All the panelists said digital continues to be
a growing part of the business and auctions
must engage customers within that space.
But they also agreed that brick-and-mortar
sales are here to stay.
“It’s a social place,” Noblitt said of the
auction facility. “People come there to talk
about trends and best practices. I don’t ever
feel that the brick-and-mortar is ever going
way.” n

Franchise Dealers Show Stability
By Used Car News

MIADA’S pre-license seminar is the
best class available for individuals
serious about getting into the car
business. Whether your goal is to become a retail broker, operate a car lot,
start a buy here-pay here business or
want to become a wholesaler, MIADA
specializes in new dealer start-ups,
and helps guide you through the entire process of successfully obtaining
your dealer license.

Urban Science released statistics and insights from its 2018 mid-year Automotive Franchise
Activity Report (FAR), indicating continued stability in the number of automotive
dealerships in the United States. As of July 1, there were 18,252 dealerships (rooftops),
a 0.2 percent increase from the January 1, total of 18,213. The number of franchises, or
brands a dealership sells, also experienced a period of stability, slightly decreasing from
32,029 on January 1, 2017 to 32,024 as of July 1, 2018. Since 2010, the dealership network
has set a new normal pattern of stability. The Urban Science data shows that 98 percent of
local markets had virtually no net change in dealership ownership. n

Upcoming Seminars:
Oct 20 • Nov 17 • Dec 15
8:00am to 5:00pm

SERVING MIADA SINCE 1989 • DEPENDABLE SERVICE • COMPETITIVE RATES

AUTO DEALERS INSURANCE
Truth & Lending E&O Coverage & Title E&O Coverage
False Pretense • Worker’s Compensation • Garage Liability
Odometer Coverage • Commercial Property • Repair Shops
Dealers Open Lot • Dealer & Title Bonds • Life & Health

To register, visit msiada.org
Seminar Location
MIADA Home Office, 1705-A Old
Whitfield Road Pearl, MS 39208

CALL OUR OFFICE TO SAVE MONEY!
LEE DIXON, CIC & CHARLES GORDON
LICENSED AGENTS

RELIABILITY

WEST INSURANCE CENTER, INC.
800-898-1030 • WestInsuranceCenter.com
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membership application |

MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION

new & renewed members
JULY NEW MEMBERS
3B Interstate Motors Inc.
Cleveland Automotive LLC
DRM Special LLC
Exquisite Auto Sales
Mississippi Auto Group

JULY RENEWALS
24 Auto Sales
Absolute Surety
ACV Auctions
Aron Used Cars Finance LLC
Atwood Insurance Inc.
Barber Auto Sales
Barker Auto LLC
Membership dues are $295 your first year. Use your coupon book and other discounts
Billy Miller Auto Sales
and the membership pays for itself! We look forward to serving you and helping you
Blount Motors
grow your dealership in 2016 and beyond.
Bobs Paint & Auto Body Inc.
Bonita Auto Sales
Please complete the form below and return via mail or fax to the MIADA office or sign
Cannon Motor Co
up ONLINE at msiada.org!
Chuck Ryan Cars
Cleveland Automotive LLC
Dealership Name
________________________________________________ Cotton Warehouse Classic Cars
D Auto Sales
Owners
_______________________________________________________ Dealers Auto Auction of Huntsville
Dowe’s Auto Sales
Physical Address
________________________________________________ Fisackerly Sales
H&H Used Cars Inc.
City, State, Zip
__________________________________________________ Hellfighters Motorcycle Shop LLC
I 20 Auto Sales
Mailing Address
________________________________________________ Interstate Auto
J&J Auto Brokers
City, State, Zip
__________________________________________________ Jackson Ave. Auto Sales
JMC Motorsports
Office Phone
___________________________________________________ John O Neil Johnson Motors
Louisiana’s 1st Choice Auto Auction
		
Mobile Phone
___________________________________________________ Mississippi Auto Warehouse
MO Diversified LLC
Fax Number
___________________________________________________ Monroe Enterprises
National Auto Auction Association
Email Address
__________________________________________________ Noel Daniels Motor Company LLC
Northpoint Sales LLC
Pace Auto Sales LLC
Payment Method
Rustom Auto Sales
q Cash q Visa q Mastercard q Check No. __________
Selecta motors
Simpson Co. Wrecker Service & Auto
Credit Card Number ________________________________ Exp. ____________
Sales
Southern Auto Credit
Can associate members contact you for services? q Yes q No
Strahan Auto Sales
Top Notch Auto Sales
The Association You Can Count On!
Wayne Reaves Computers
West Main Auto Sales Inc.
MISSISSIPPI INDEPENDENT AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION
Womack’s Auto Sales
MSIADA.ORG
1705 Old Whitfield Road, Suite A, Pearl, MS 39208
T (601) 939 - 9866 | F (601) 939 - 9882
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Why fit in?
Your dealership was born to stand out.

Take the Lead in Your Auto Market with

Social Media Mojo
If your team doesn’t understand the opportunities
in social media, doesn’t know what to post or
have the time to execute a well-thought out
strategy to put your dealership ahead of the
pack, you need to call us immediately.

Don’t follow the crowd.
Make the crowd follow you.

professionalmojo.com | 866-611-2715
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Mississippi Independent
Automobile Dealers Association
1705 Old Whitfield Road, Suite A
Pearl, Mississippi 39208

